User manual for Electronic Index of Organisations

Access to the Electronic Index of Organisations

Electronic Index of Organisations can be accessed from any page of the web-site by clicking on the link in the right corner as shown in the Figure 1.

If you want to add an Organisation click on the SUBMIT YOUR ORGANISATION., or if you want to search for the organisation press ELECTRONIC INDEX OF ORGANISATIONS link.
Submitting an organization

Organization can be submitted from page [http://trans2work.eu/submit-your-organisation/](http://trans2work.eu/submit-your-organisation/) by fulfilling the form shown in the Figure 2. After submitting an organization notification that entry is saved in the database will be shown and user will be redirected to the [Electronic Index of Organisations](http://trans2work.eu) page.

![Figure 2 Form that should be fulfilled](http://trans2work.eu)
Searching Electronic Index of Organizations

Organizations submitted through the form shown in Figure 2 will appear in the Electronic Index of Organisations on the web-page http://trans2work.eu/electronic-index-of-organisations/.

Figure 3 Electronic Index of Organisations

Searching of Electronic Index of Organisations can be done through the search panel of the page. Position of the search panel is show in the Figure 4.

Figure 4 position of search on the Electronic Index of Organisations page
Example of searches through:

- Search SRB for Serbian organizations
- Search BIH for Bosnian and Herzegovinian organizations
- Search MNE for Montenegrin organizations
- Search organization name for specific organizations
- Search specific address for results about specific address of organizations